
 
Avalanche Forecast for Saturday, January 18, 2020 

  
 

 
The Bottom Line  

● Human triggered avalanches remain possible where recent snow and wind has combined to form fresh 
wind slabs. 

● Due to the high sustained wind, many of these wind slabs will feel firm underfoot, though softer, more 
trigger sensitive slabs can be found as well in more wind protected locations.  

● New snow and wind after dark will increase the avalanche danger overnight and tomorrow. 
 

Stubborn wind slabs exist in many areas in the east facing ravines. Bear in mind that these hard slabs may be triggered 
from thin spots and produce a dangerous avalanche. MODERATE avalanche danger exists today. Natural avalanches are 
unlikely but human triggered avalanches are possible. 
 
Mountain Weather 
The 6” of snow that fell on Thursday was affected by 29 continuous hours of NW wind over 80 mph Thursday night and 
through the day Friday.  Today the NW wind will be 30-45 mph, shifting to the south ahead of an approaching storm 
system, which is expected to deliver 6” or more new snow overnight into Sunday. Temperatures today will rise to around 
10 F. Both the NWS and the OBS agree that this weather system will be cold enough to keep the precipitation as snow, 
starting perhaps just after dark this afternoon. Overnight, precipitation intensity increases along with the S wind shifting 
west and increasing 35-50 mph. 
  

Avalanche Problem 

 
Wind slabs built from recent high winds can be found in the terrain, mainly on slopes in the lee of a NW wind.  We 
generally expect these new slabs to feel firm and stubborn to a human trigger though the action of the wind is highly 
variable. The stiffness, thickness and sensitivity to a human trigger of these slabs can vary from one location to another. 
You may not be able to trigger an avalanche while on the thick part of a slab, but you may when you reach a thinner edge 
of the slab, or a soft spot where the slab is resting on a weaker layer of snow.  
 

Snowpack and Avalanche Discussion 
It’s been said that the wind is the architect of the snowpack, and this will be evident in the range today. Terrain exposed to 
the recent NW wind will be largely scoured, while eastern terrain is a mixed plate of hard slab, soft slab and wind formed 
sastrugi. You’ll even find some exposed crust especially higher up in the terrain near the ridgelines.  High winds during 
and following this past storm reloaded avalanche crown lines and erased many obvious signs of the avalanche cycle that 
undoubtedly occurred during the storm and in the following prolonged period of hurricane force winds. 
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Please Remember: Safe travel in avalanche terrain requires training and experience. This forecast is just one of many decision making 
tools. You control your own risk by choosing where, when, and how you travel. Understand that the avalanche danger may change when 
actual weather differs from the weather forecast.  For more information contact the Forest Service Snow Rangers, the AMC at the 
Pinkham Notch Visitor Center, or the caretakers at Hermit Lake Shelters. 

 


